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Abstract—This paper considers the detection of coded
phase-shift keying signals subjected to additive white Gaussian
noise and oscillator phase noise. We propose a detector that
partitions the received frame into smaller blocks and models the
unknown phasor variations over each block as a truncated dis-
crete cosine transform (DCT) expansion. Detection and decoding
are performed iteratively between a soft-input soft-output (SISO)
demodulator, a SISO demapper and a SISO decoder based on the
sum-product algorithm and the factor graph framework, while
the expectation-maximization algorithm is used in the demodu-
lator for DCT coefficients estimation. The resulting demodulator
is shown to have an excellent performance/complexity trade-off
and to be well-suited for parallel processing on multiple cores.

Index Terms—Phase noise, Synchronization, Parallel algo-
rithms, Parameter estimation, Error correction coding, Com-
putation time, Communication systems, Digital communication,
Digital signal processors, Discrete cosine transforms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, several iterative receiver algorithms
have been developed for bit interleaved coded symbols trans-
mitted over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel
affected by oscillator phase noise (PN) [1]–[11]. In [1]–
[4], iterative joint soft-input soft-output (SISO) demodulation,
demapping and decoding algorithms are derived by applying
the sum-product algorithm (SPA) to a suitable factor graph
(FG). Among these algorithms, the one from [1] shows excel-
lent performance at moderate complexity. A different approach
is adopted in [5], [6], where the expectation-maximization
algorithm (EMA) [12], [13] is used to estimate the PN, and a
joint decoding and demapping procedure is employed which
treats this PN estimate as the true value. In [5], the received
data frame is divided into blocks and within each block the
local time-average of the phase is estimated. In [6], the PN is
tracked using a first-order decision-directed (DD) phase-locked
loop (PLL). Similar receivers were also proposed in [2] and
[8]; moreover, instead of a PLL, extended Kalman filtering
techniques can also be used to track the phase, yielding
a receiver with similar structure and performance [7], [14].
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An important issue, with these PLL/Kalman receivers, is the
phenomenon of cycle slip that may significantly compromise
the error performance. In general, the robustness to cycle slip
can be improved by inserting more pilot symbols into the
data stream (at the cost of reduced power and bandwidth
efficiency), and by optimizing the initial PN estimate used
to start the iterations [8], [15]. The latter requires a priori
knowledge of the PN spectrum which might not be available
and significantly adds to the implementation and computation
complexity of the receiver.

The present paper considers a new EMA-based receiver
that models the unknown phasor as a truncated discrete
cosine transform (DCT) expansion. Compared to a previously
published conference paper of the present authors [9], here, a
block-processing version of the phase estimator is considered,
a performance and complexity analysis is performed, and the
proposed receiver is compared to the receiver proposed in [1].

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the observation model and the main FG for the derivation
of the proposed algorithm, which is detailed in Section III.
Section IV provides an approximate theoretical performance
analysis, Section V reports on the algorithm’s computational
complexity and Section VI addresses its parallel processing.
Numerical results are shown in Section VII and conclusions
are drawn in Section VIII.

Throughout this paper we use the following notations and
conventions. Equality up to an irrelevant normalization factor
is indicated as ∝. The mean of a random variable is denoted
E [·] and |.|2 is the squared Euclidean norm of a vector of
complex numbers. The trace of a matrix is referred to as
tr (·); [·]T and [·]H are the transpose and Hermitian con-
jugate of a vector or matrix, and diag {·} returns a matrix
diagonal as a column vector. The operators ·∗, <{·}, ={·}
and arg {·} represent the conjugate, real part, imaginary part
and angle of a complex number.  is a short-hand notation
for
√
−1. The D × D identity matrix is represented as ID,

and 0D1×D2 denotes the D1 × D2 matrix with all elements
equal to zero. A vector y = (y0, y1, ..., yK−1)T of dimension
K will be decomposed into S subvectors of dimension L

(with LS = K), i.e., y =
(
yT1;L,y

T
2;L, ...,y

T
S;L

)T
where

yh;L = (yh,0, yh,1, ..., yh,L−1)T , with yh,l = y(h−1)L+l for
h = 1, 2, ..., S and l = 0, 1, ..., L − 1, denotes the hth
subvector1.

1The restriction that all subvectors have equal length is easily relaxed.
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Observation Model

We consider the transmission of a frame of K symbols
over an AWGN channel that is affected by carrier PN. The
resulting discrete-time received signal is described as: r =
(r0, r1, ..., rK−1)T , with

rk = akuk + nk, (1)

where the index k ∈ I = {0, 1, ...,K − 1} refers to the
kth symbol interval of length T , a = (a0, a1, ..., aK−1)T is
the transmitted symbol sequence, u = (u0, u1, ..., uK−1)T

collects the phasor samples and the vector n =
(n0, n1, ..., nK−1)T consists of K independent and identically
distributed zero-mean circular symmetric complex-valued
Gaussian random variables (ZMCSCGRVs) with E

[
|nk|2

]
=

N0. The carrier phasor samples are modeled as uk = eθk ,
with {θk} a discrete-time PN process. The transmitted symbols
belong to an M -PSK constellation Ω = {ω0, ω1, ..., ωM−1},
with |ωi|2 = Es, for i = 0, 1, ...,M − 1, where Es denotes
the symbol energy. To aid synchronization, Kp known pilot
symbols have been periodically inserted in a at positions
k ∈ Ip = {kj : j = 0, 1, ...,Kp − 1}, with

kj =
⌊
K (2j + 1)−Kp

2Kp

⌉
, (2)

where bxe rounds x to the nearest integer2; when K is an
odd multiple of Kp, the argument of the rounding function
in (2) is integer, so that the rounding can be dropped. The
remaining K − Kp symbols ak at positions k ∈ Id = I\Ip
represent unknown data symbols, resulting from encoding
an information bit sequence b of size Kb and mapping the
resulting coded bit sequence to a sequence of complex valued
constellation points.

B. Main Factor Graph

In the following, we assume that the reader is familiar with
the FG/SPA framework, see, e.g., [16]. Assuming independent
equally-likely information bits, and dropping all factors not
depending on (b,a), the joint a posteriori probability (APP)
p (b,a |r ) of b and a, given r from (1) factorizes as:

p (b,a |r ) ∝ p (a |b ) p (r |a ) , (3)

where p (a |b ) equals 1 when the code and mapping con-
straints map b to a and equals 0 otherwise; for given r, p (r |a )
is the likelihood function (LF) of a. The corresponding FG is
shown in Fig. 1

and forms the starting point for the development of the
proposed algorithm. The messages from the factor nodes (FN)
p (a |b ) and p (r |a ) to a variable node (VN) ak are denoted
L

(γ)
d,k (ωi) and L(γ)

u,k (ωi), respectively, where i = 0, 1, ..., M−1
and γ indicates the SPA iteration number3. It is assumed that

2x values with a fractional part of 0.5 round up to the nearest integer larger
than x.

3Unless the FG is a tree, the SPA is iterative.

...

L  (ak)

a0

p(a|b)

ak aK-1a1
...

d,k

(γ)

p(r|a)

...a0 ak aK-1a1
...

L  (ak)u,k

(γ)

Figure 1. Graphical representation of iterative receiver for bit interleaved
coded modulated signals.

these FG messages are in the “logarithmic domain”, i.e.,

L
(γ)
e,k (ωi) = ln

(
µ

(γ)
e,k (ωi)

µ
(γ)
e,k (ω0)

)

for e ∈ {d, u}, where the “linear domain” FG messages
µ

(γ)
e,k (ωi) are computed according to the SPA; note that
L

(γ)
e,k (ω0) = 0. The focus in this paper is on applying the

SPA to the FN p (r |a ), which can be interpreted as a SISO
demodulation process. This involves the computation of the
upward messages L(γ)

u,k (ωi) for i = 0, 1, ..., M−1 and k = 0, 1,
..., K−1 from the downward messages L(γ)

d,k (ωi), i = 0, 1, ...,
M−1 and k = 0, 1, ..., K−1. The downward messages, which
result from the SPA applied to the FN p (a |b ), are obtained
as a by-product of the conventional joint SISO demapping and
decoding operations4.

III. SISO DEMODULATOR USING BLOCK-PROCESSING
DCT-BASED PHASOR ESTIMATOR

A. DCT-based Phasor Model

Because PN is typically a low-pass process [17], we pro-
pose using a compact representation of each of the S =
K
L size-L subvectors uh;L, h = 1, 2, ..., S, of u =(
uT1;L,u

T
2;L, ...,u

T
S;L

)T
by means of only a few (N � L)

parameters. The idea is to reduce the number of unknowns to
be estimated from the observed signal.

It is always possible to write a vector uh;L of size L as a
linear combination of L orthonormal basis vectors eh,l with
coefficients λh,l, l = 0, 1, ..., L− 1:

uh;L =
L−1∑
l=0

λh,leh,l.

4A similar approach was taken in [1]–[6], [8], [9]. Receiver algorithms
that, in order to cope with the PN, modify the demapping and decoding
operation itself have also been developed [10], [11]; however, these algorithms
are specifically designed for trellis-based detectors and can therefore not be
used, for example, for LDPC coded signals.
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A compact representation u(c)
h;L of uh;L then results from

keeping in this expansion only N terms, with N significantly
smaller than L:

u(c)
h;L =

∑
l∈I(c)

λh,leh,l, (4)

where I(c) denotes a subset of {0, 1, ..., L− 1} with cardinal-
ity N . The accuracy of the compact representation (4) depends
on the statistics of uh;L, on the choice of the basis vectors eh,l,
l = 0, 1, ..., L− 1 and on the choice of I(c). For given N , the
mean square error

E

[∣∣∣uh;L − u(c)
h;L

∣∣∣2] (5)

can be minimized by using the Karhunen-Loève (KL) expan-
sion [18]; the corresponding basis vectors are the N eigen-
vectors of the correlation matrix Cuh;L = E[uh;LuHh;L] that
correspond to the N largest eigenvalues of Cuh;L . However,
the correlation matrix of uh;L is usually unknown, in which
case the KL expansion cannot be obtained. Instead, we propose
to use the first N basis functions of the DCT for the compact
representation of the phasor subvectors.

Using matrix notation, this yields, for h = 1, 2, ..., S:

u(c)
h;L = ΨL×Nxh;N , (6)

where ΨL×N is an L×N DCT matrix, with

(ΨL×N )l,n =


√

1
L , n = 0√
2
L cos

(
πn
L

(
l + 1

2

))
, n = 1, 2, ..., N − 1

,

(7)
for l = 0, 1, ..., L − 1, and xh;N = (xh,0, xh,1, ..., xh,N−1)T

contains the N coefficients of the truncated DCT expansion.
Because the frequency content of the nth (n = 0, 1, ..., L−1)
DCT basis function is centered at ±n/(2L), the first N DCT
basis functions are well suited for the compact representation
of a discrete-time lowpass process with a bandwidth N/(2L),
which explains their use in several audio and image compres-
sion algorithms. Moreover, fast algorithms exist for computing
the DCT basis expansion coefficients for large L [19], [20]. In
[21], it has been shown that for a given value of N , the DCT
outperforms several other fast orthogonal transforms in terms
of the MSE (5), and closely approaches KL performance.
These observations motivate the use of the DCT for modeling
uh;L.

B. EMA-based DCT Coefficients Estimation

Assuming that (6) is an accurate approximation of uh;L for
h = 1, 2..., S (S = K/L), we propose to estimate the phasor
vector u as û =

(
ûT1;L, û

T
2;L, ..., û

T
S;L

)T
with

ûh;L = ΨL×N x̂h;N ,

where x̂h;N is the hth subvector of an estimate x̂ =(
x̂T1;N , x̂

T
2;N , ..., x̂

T
S;N

)T
of the unknown deterministic vector

parameter x =
(
xT1;N ,x

T
2;N , ...,x

T
S;N

)T
that groups the DCT

coefficient vectors of all subvectors uh;L of u. Note that
x contains L/N times less elements than u. We use the

EMA [12] to produce a maximum-likelihood estimate of x,
in the presence of the symbol sequence a, which acts as
nuisance vector parameter. The EMA is an iterative proce-
dure. Considering that also the SPA is iterative, we obtain a
double-iterative receiver. In order to limit the number of SPA
iterations, we intertwine both types of iterations [13], i.e., after
each EMA iteration, we execute one SPA iteration (without
resetting the FG messages); the resulting receiver operation
can be described by means of a single iteration index γ. At
the γth iteration, the estimate x̂(γ) for x is computed as

x̂(γ) = arg max
x

Q
(
x; x̂(γ−1)

)
, (8)

with

Q
(
x; x̂(γ−1)

)
=
∑
a

p
(
a
∣∣∣r, x̂(γ−1)

)
ln p (r |a,x ) . (9)

the expectation of the log-LF ln p (r |a,x ) of (a,x) with
respect to the APP p

(
a
∣∣r, x̂(γ−1)

)
of a, given r and x =

x̂(γ−1). Using (6) and assuming that uh,L = u(c)
h,L with

equality, it follows from (1) that the LF p (r |a,x ) of (a,x)
decomposes as:

p (r |a,x ) =
S∏
h=1

p (rh;L |ah;L,xh;N ) , (10)

with

p (rh;L |ah;L,xh;N ) (11)

= exp

−EsN0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
diag

{
rh;LaHh;L

}
Es

−ΨL×Nxh;N

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
 ,

where we have exploited the fact that |ak|2 = Es. Substituting
(10)-(11) into (9) yields

Q
(
x; x̂(γ−1)

)
(12)

= − 1
N0

S∑
h=1

(
|rh;L|2 − 2<

{
vHh;LΨL×Nxh;N

}
+ xHh;Nxh;N

)
,

with

vh;L =
∑
a

Pr
[
a
∣∣∣r, x̂(γ−1)

] diag
{

rh;LaHh;L
}

Es
, (13)

because |ak|2 = Es and ΨT
L×NΨL×N = IN . Substituting

(12) in (8) yields:

x̂(γ) = arg max
x

S∑
h=1

(
2<
{
vHh;LΨL×Nxh;N

}
− xHh;Nxh;N

)
,

(14)

or, equivalently, with x̂(γ) = (x̂(γ)T
1;N , x̂(γ)T

2;N , ..., x̂(γ)T
S;N )T ,

x̂(γ)
h;N = arg max

xh;N

(
2<
{
vHh;LΨL×Nxh;N

}
− xHh;Nxh;N

)
,

(15)

=
(
ΨT
L×NΨL×N

)−1
ΨT
L×Nvh;L, (16)

= ΨT
L×Nv(γ)

h;L, (17)
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for h = 1, 2, ..., S, where the last equality follows from
ΨT
L×NΨL×N = IN . The phasor estimate û(γ)

h;L related to the
hth block is then obtained by substituting (17) into (6):

û(γ)
h;L = ΨL×N x̂(γ)

h;N . (18)

Because the lth component v(γ)
h,l of v(γ)

h from (13), only
depends on the lth symbol ah,l in ah;L, computing the ex-
pectation (13), for h = 1, 2, ..., S, is equivalent to evaluating:

v
(γ)
k =

M−1∑
i=0

r̃k (ωi) p
(
ak = ωi |r; û(γ−1)

)
, (19)

for k = 0, 1, ...,K−1, with v(γ)
h,l = v

(γ)
(h−1)L+l, l = 0, 1, ..., L−

1. Here, r̃k (ωi) is defined as

r̃k (ωi) = rkω
∗
i

1
Es
, k = 0, 1, ...K − 1 (20)

and p
(
ak = ωi |r; û(γ)

)
= p

(
ak = ωi |r; x̂(γ)

)
is the

marginal APP of ak being equal to ωi, given r and x = x̂(γ).

C. SPA-based Efficient Marginal Symbol APP Computation

The pilot symbols are known, yielding for k ∈ Ip and for all
γ: p

(
ak = ωi |r; û(γ−1)

)
is 1 if ak = ωi and 0 otherwise. An

approximation of the APPs p
(
ak = ωi |r; û(γ−1)

)
, for k ∈ Id,

can be efficiently computed by means of the SPA. Treating
û(γ−1) as the true value of the carrier phasor, the LF p (r |a )
of a in (3) further decomposes as:

p (r |a ) ∝
∏
k∈Id

exp
{
F

(γ)
k (ak)

}
, (21)

with

F
(γ)
k (ak) =

1
N0

(
2<
{
rka
∗
kû

(γ−1)∗
k

}
−
∣∣∣û(γ−1)
k

∣∣∣2) ,
≈ 2
N0
<
{
rka
∗
kû

(γ−1)∗
k

}
, (22)

where the approximation holds for |ûk|2 ≈ 1; note that p (r |a )
from (21) depends on the iteration index through the estimate
û(γ−1). The FG corresponding to the decomposition (21) of
p (r |a ) is shown in Fig. 2 . Replacing in Fig. 1 the FN p (r |a )
with the FG from Fig. 2 and applying the SPA yields the APPs
required in (19).

During the γth iteration, according to the rules of the SPA
and the message conventions of this paper, given û(γ−1), the
M − 1 values L(γ)

u,k (ωi), i = 1, 2, ...,M − 1, for k ∈ Id are
updated as:

L
(γ)
u,k (ωi) = F

(γ)
k (ωi)− F (γ)

k (ω0) , (23)

= <
{

∆ṙk (ωi) û
(γ−1)∗
k

}
, (24)

with
∆ṙk (ωi) =

2Es
N0

(r̃k (ωi)− r̃k (ω0)) . (25)

Then, applying the standard SPA to the upper FN in Fig. 1
yields new values L(γ)

d,k (ωi), for i = 1, 2, ...,M−1 and k ∈ Id,
for the downward messages.

...a1 aK-1a0 ak
...

L  (ak)d,k

(γ)

L  (a )
(γ)

p(r|a)

exp{FK-1(aK-1)}
(γ)

exp{F0 (a0)}
(γ)

exp{F1 (a1)}
(γ)

exp{Fk (ak)}
(γ)

L  (ak)u,k

Figure 2. Graphical representation of SISO demodulator treating the
estimates û(γ−1) as the true phasor values.

Having obtained L
(γ)
u,k (ωi) and L

(γ)
d,k (ωi), for i =

1, 2, ...,M − 1 and k ∈ Id, the marginal symbol APPs are
approximated as:

p
(
ak = ωi |r; û(γ)

)
=
p
(γ)
k (ωi)

C
(γ)
k

, (26)

for i = 0, 1, ...,M − 1, with

p
(γ)
k (ωi) = exp

{
L

(γ)
d,k (ωi) + L

(γ)
u,k (ωi)

}
(27)

and

C
(γ)
k =

M−1∑
i=0

p
(γ)
k (ωi) . (28)

Substituting (26) and the known pilot symbols into (19) yields:

v
(γ)
k =

{
1

C
(γ)
k

∑M−1
i=0 r̃k (ωi) p

(γ)
k (ωi) , k ∈ Id

r̃k (ak) , k ∈ Ip
. (29)

The quantity v
(γ)
k can be interpreted as a coarse estimate of

uk, based on the observation rk and the APP of ak that is
available during the γth iteration; we have v(γ)

k = rkã
(γ)
k /Es,

where the soft decision ã(γ)
k is the a posteriori expectation of

ak that results from the approximated APPs (26).

D. EMA Initialization

In order to start the iterations, an initial phasor estimate
û(0) is required. This initial estimate is obtained from the
observations rk, k ∈ Ip at the pilot symbol positions [22].
As far as the initial estimate is concerned, the received
signal vector r is divided into Sp blocks of length Lp with
SpLp = K; note that Lp might be different from the block
length L used during the iterations. Each block contains Bp
pilot symbols such that SpBp = Kp. We have:

û(0)
h;Lp

= ΨLp×Np
(
ΨT
p Ψp

)−1
ΨT
p

(
rh;Lp ◦ a∗h;Lp

)
, (30)

≈ (K/Kp) ΨLp×NpΨ
T
p

(
rh;Lp ◦ a∗h;Lp

)
, (31)

where ◦ denotes element-wise multiplication, ΨLp×Np is
obtained by substituting in (7) (L, N) by (Lp, Np), and Ψp
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Algorithm 1 DCT receiver.
• Initialization:

– Set all SPA messages to 0.
– Compute {r̃k (ωi)} from (20).
– Compute {∆ṙk (ωi)} from (25).
– Compute û(0) from (31).

• For γ = 1, 2, ...Γ:
– Apply SPA to the FG of Fig. 1, with the FN p (a |b )

suitably factorized and the FN p (r |a ) decomposed
as specified in Fig. 1.

∗ Compute
{
L

(γ)
u,k (ωi)

}
from (24).

∗ Update all FG messages once; this includes com-
puting

{
L

(γ)
d,k (ωi)

}
.

∗ Compute information bit APPs and perform bit
detection.
If

Information bit sequence correctly
detected.

Then
Quit For

End If
– Update phasor estimate.
∗ Compute p(γ)

k (ωi) from (27).
∗ Compute

{
C

(γ)
p,k

}
from (28).

∗ Compute v(γ)
k from (29).

∗ Compute û(γ) from (18) and (17).
End For

is an Lp × Np matrix obtained by replacing in ΨLp×Np the
(Lp −Bp) rows that correspond to data symbol positions with
zero vectors (so that only (rk, ak) with k ∈ Ip contributes
to the initial estimate). The approximation (31) holds for the
considered pilot symbol positions (2). When K is an odd
multiple of Kp, we have ΨT

p Ψp = (Kp/K) INp , so that the
approximation (31) becomes an equality. When K is not an
odd multiple of Kp, we use (31) as an approximation of (30).

E. Receiver Scheduling

The receiver scheduling is summarized in Algorithm 1.
In each iteration, first all upward and then all downward
messages are updated. In addition, information bit APPs are
computed and hard decisions about the information bits are
made, after which a genie checks for bit errors; the receiver
stops iterating after a maximum number of iterations Γ, or
when all information bits have been detected correctly. In a
practical system, the genie is replaced by a cyclic redundancy
check.

IV. ESTIMATOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Proper operation of the DCT receiver requires an adequate
choice for the values of the design parameters L, N , Lp
and Np. As an exact analytical performance analysis is not

feasible, we resort to linearization, which holds for small
estimation errors.

We assume that after convergence, the soft decisions ã(∞)
k

are well approximated by the actual data symbols ak; this
holds for small additive noise and assuming small phase esti-
mation error (PEE) after convergence of the iterative receiver.
Taking into account that θ̂(∞)

k = arg
(
û

(∞)
k

)
, we obtain:

θ̂
(∞)
k − θk = arg

(
1 + (û(∞)

k − uk)u∗k
)
,

≈ ={(û(∞)
k − uk)u∗k}. (32)

Using (1), (17) with v
(∞)
k = rka

∗
k

1
Es

and (18) a similar
reasoning as in [9] yields:

θ̂
(∞)
h;L − θh;L ≈M={wh;L} − (IL −M) θh:L (33)

where wh;L consists of L independent ZMCSCGRVs with
variance N0/Es and M =ΨL×NΨT

L×N . The first term in (33)
is caused by the additive noise, whereas the second term in the
expression of the PEE represents the DCT expansion modeling
error. As MΨL×N = ΨL×N and (IL−M)ΨL×N = 0L×N ,
the matrix operators M and IL − M can be interpreted
as lowpass filter and a highpass filter, respectively, with
(normalized) cut-off frequency N/(2L). Hence, the PEE is
determined mainly by the ratio N/L rather than by N and L
separately. Making N/L larger (smaller) increases (decreases)
the noise contribution but decreases (increases) the effect of
the modeling error. The resulting mean square estimation error
(MSEE) is given by

MSEE =
1
L

E
[∣∣∣θ̂(∞)

h;L − θh;L

∣∣∣2] ,
=
N

L

N0

2Es
+

1
L
tr
(

(IL −M) Cθh:L (IL −M)T
)
.

(34)

The first term in (34), denoting the contribution from the
AWGN, is proportional to the ratio N/L. The second term
constitutes an MSEE floor for large Es/N0, caused by the
modeling error. The PN statistics affect the MSEE floor
through the PN correlation matrix Cθh:L . When PN is absent,
the MSEE is minimized by choosing N = 1 and L = K.
In the presence of PN, an optimal value for N/L exists that
minimizes the MSEE for the given set of channel statistics (PN
and AWGN). In that case, the performance of the receiver is
rather insensitive to the choice of L, for a fixed ratio N/L.

A similar reasoning can be applied to obtain the MSEE
related to the initial pilot-based estimate θ̂

(0)
h;Lp

. One obtains

MSEE

=
1
Lp

E
[∣∣∣θ̂(0)

h;Lp
− θh;Lp

∣∣∣2] ,
=
Np
Bp

N0

2Es
+

1
Lp
tr
((

ILp −Mp

)
Cθh;Lp

(
ILp −Mp

)T)
,

(35)

where Mp = (K/Kp) ΨLp×NpΨ
T
p . The contribution caused

by the noise is proportional to Np/Bp, whereas the contribu-
tion caused by the modeling error decreases with increasing
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Np/Bp. The MSEE (35) can be minimized by proper selection
of the ratio Np/Bp.

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

As a measurement of computational complexity we count
the number of real additions (ADDs), real multiplications
(MULs) and accesses to lookup tables (LUTs), per symbol and
per iteration. Computations that are performed on pilot sym-
bols only are ignored, as their complexity is negligible in the
usual case where the ratio K/Kp is large (say, K/Kp > 10).

The computational complexity of the proposed DCT-based
receiver consists of two main contributions. The first contribu-
tion results from updating the messages L(γ)

d,k (ωi), and depends
on the type of code and mapping used. This step is common
to all receivers that apply the SPA to the FN p (a |b ) (e.g.,
[1]–[6], [8], [9]), and its efficiency originates from a further
factorization of p (a |b ) [13], [16]. The second contribution
results from updating the messages L(γ)

u,k (ωi) in the opposite
direction, and depends on how the receiver models p (r |a );
our DCT-based receiver computes p (r |a ) according to (21).

Let us first consider the complexity associated with com-
puting L(γ)

d,k (ωi). Various reduced-complexity implementations
of the SPA applied to the upper FN in Fig. 1 have been
proposed for (bit-interleaved) coded modulation [23], [24]. By
means of example, we consider the case of an LDPC code
with rate Rc and parity check matrix with (average) column
weight wc and (average) row weight wr. According to [23],
the computational complexity of the associated SISO decoding
is roughly equal to (2wc + 1) log2M + 3wr (1−Rc) log2M .
In addition, SISO demapping using the standard SPA updating
rules involves

(
M
2 + 2

)
log2M ADDs and 2

(
M
2 − 1

)
log2M

evaluations (assumed to be implemented using a LUT) of the
function max∗ (x, y) = log (ex + ey).

For the proposed DCT-based receiver, updating the mes-
sages L(γ)

u,k (ωi) involves the evaluation of (27)-(29), (18), (17)
and (24).5 Computing the APPs in (27), the normalization
coefficients from (28) and the weighted sum (29) involves
4M − 5 ADDs, 2M − 1 MULs and M − 1 LUTs, where
we assume that the exp {·} operation is implemented by a
LUT. The straightforward evaluation of the DCT in (17)-(18)
requires a number of operations that is proportional to N .
For large N , fast DCT algorithms [19], [20] can be used that
compute any number of DCT coefficients with a complexity
order of log (L). In general, the evaluation of the DCTs in
(17)-(18) requires F+ (N,L) ADDs and F× (N,L) MULs,
with

F+ (N,L) ≈ 4 min
(
N,

3
2

log2 L

)
, (36)

F× (N,L) ≈ 4 min
(
N,

1
2

log2 L

)
,

where L is assumed a power of 2 and the approximations hold
for small N/L and large L. In addition, M − 1 ADDs and

5The complexity of the initialization is neglected as compared to that of
executing Γ iterations. This is motivated by the fact that the number of
iterations is typically large, while the complexity of the initialization is usually
of the same order as the complexity of a single iteration.

2M−2 MULs are required for computing L(γ)
u,k (ωi) from (24).

This brings the total complexity associated with computing
L

(γ)
u,k (ωi) in case of DCT to 10M + 4 min

(
N, 3

2 log2 L
)

+
4 min

(
N, 1

2 log2 L
)
− 10.

For the purpose of comparison, we also consider the com-
plexity of updating L(γ)

u,k (ωi) in the case of the receiver pro-
posed in [1]; this receiver will be referred to as Tikh receiver,
because some of the FG messages are represented by Tikhonov
distributions. For an MPSK constellation with |ak|2 = Es, and
following the notation from [1], Tikh computes the auxiliary
quantities αk, ξk, af,k and ab,k for k = 0, 1, ...,K − 1 and
outputs the probabilities Pu (ak = ωi) ∝ exp

{
L

(γ)
u,k (ωi)

}
.

The variable αk is the first order moment of ak with re-
spect to the probability Pd (ak = ωi) ∝ exp

{
L

(γ)
d,k (ωi)

}
.

The evaluation of αk therefore requires (M − 1) evaluations
of the function exp {·} (using a LUT), (M − 1) ADDs to
evaluate a normalization factor and (2M − 3) ADDs and
(2M − 1) MULs to compute the weighted sum of the constel-

lation symbols. Evaluating ξk = rkα
∗
k

(
N0 + Es − |αk|2

)−1

from αk and rk, further requires 4 ADDs and 8 MULs.
The value of af,k is computed recursively as af,k =
(af,k−1 + ξk−1)

(
1 + σ2

PN,Rx |af,k−1 + ξk−1|
)−1

, which in-
volves 4 ADDs, 5 MULs and 1 LUT. Here, the quantity
σPN,Rx is a design parameter; Tikh is derived assuming a
Wiener PN model (see Section VII) with σPN,Rx denot-
ing the standard deviation of the phase increment over a
symbol interval. The value of ab,k is computed in a sim-
ilar way. The probabilities Pu (ak = ωi) are computed as
I0 (|af,k + ab,k + ṙk (ωi)|), where ṙk (ωi) = 2

N0
rkω

∗
i needs

to be evaluated only once before the start of the iterations
and I0 (·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of
the 0th order. Using the approximation log (I0 (|x|)) ≈ |x|,
the messages L(γ)

u,k (ωi) generated by the Tikh receiver can be
computed as |af,k + ab,k + ṙk (ωi)| − |af,k + ab,k + ṙk (ω0)|,
which requires 4M + 1 ADDs, 2M MULs and M LUTs.6

Thus, the total complexity of updating the messages L(γ)
u,k (ωi)

in the Tikh receiver is 13M + 27.
The above results are summarized in Table I . The parameter

W for Tikh will be introduced in the next section. For a
straightforward adaptation of the algorithm from [1] to a
block-wise processing, it suffices to set W equal to L. As
we have pointed out in Section IV that the PN estimation
performance mainly depends on the ratio N/L, N should
be considered as roughly proportional to L. As a result, the
computational complexity of the DCT receiver, per symbol and
per receiver iteration, increases in proportion to L, for small L,
and in proportion to log2 (L), for large L. Decreasing both N
and L proportionally, decreases the number of computations
without having a (large) effect on the performance. This
property allows to control the receiver’s complexity.

Table II illustrates that the complexity of updating L(γ)
u,k (ωi)

for the Tikh receiver exceeds the complexity of updating
L

(γ)
d,k (ωi) (assuming the LDPC code used in Section VII). This

6When counting the number of operations for Tikh, we have assumed that

computing the magnitude |x| =
√
<{x}2 + ={x}2 of a complex number

x involves 2 MULs, 1 ADD and 1 LUT for the square-root operation.
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update: L
(γ)
d,k (ωi)

L
(γ)
u,k (ωi)

DCT Tikh

ADDs (
(2wc + 1) + 3wr (1−Rc) + 3

2
M
)

log2M
5M − 6 + 4 min

(
N, 3

2
log2 L

)
(4M + 5) W

L
+ (3M + 4)

MULs 4M − 3 + 4 min
(
N, 1

2
log2 L

)
(2M + 5) W

L
+ (2M + 12)

LUTs M − 1 (M + 1) W
L

+M

Table I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY PER SYMBOL AND PER ITERATION, ASSUMING MPSK MAPPING, AN LDPC CODE WITH RATE Rc AND AVERAGE

WEIGHT wc (wr ) OF THE COLUMNS (ROWS) OF THE PARITY CHECK MATRIX AND DCT OPERATING ON BLOCKS OF SIZE L AND ESTIMATING N DCT
COEFFICIENTS PER BLOCK.

M L
(γ)
u,k (ωi) L

(γ)
d,k (ωi)

2 53 17
4 79 40
8 131 78
16 235 152

Table II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY PER SYMBOL AND PER ITERATION:

NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR TIKH RECEIVER WITH W = L, 8PSK MAPPING
AND LDPC CODE WITH (Rc, wr, wc) =

(
2
3
, 10, 4

3

)
.

justifies our attempt to decrease the complexity of the SISO
demodulation step by introducing the DCT receiver.

DCT and Tikh have similar memory requirements. Both
receivers require a lookup table for the exp {·} operator.
Both receivers also need to store ṙk (ωi) for k ∈ I and
i = 1, 2, ...,M − 1, and (L(γ)

d,k (ωi), L(γ)
u,k (ωi)) for k ∈ Id

and i = 1, 2, ...,M − 1. Tikh further requires a lookup table
for the

√
· operator, the storage of rk for k ∈ I (2K real-

valued quantities), and, additional storage space for at least
4K real-valued numbers (because all ξk, k ∈ I and all af,k
(or ab,k) k ∈ I need to be stored simultaneously at some point
in the computation of L(γ)

u,k (ωi)). In contrast, DCT requires
storing N real-valued DCT basis vectors of size L (assuming
a straightforward implementation of the DCT operations), the
storage of ∆ṙk (ωi) k ∈ I (2KM real-valued quantities), and,
for the computation of L(γ)

u,k (ωi), additional storage space for
at least 2 (L+N) ≤ 4L ≤ 4K real-valued numbers (for the
simultaneous storage of vectors vh and xh for given h). For
a fixed ratio N/L, decreasing the block size by a factor α,
decreases the number of DCT basis vector elements by a factor
α2 and the number of elements in vh and xh by a factor α.
This allows to limit the memory requirements of the proposed
receiver.

VI. PARALLEL PROCESSING

In section V we have investigated the receiver complexity,
expressed as the number of operations per symbol and per
iteration. Multiplying this complexity figure by the symbol rate
and by the number of iterations gives the required number of
operations per unit of time. In recent years, parallel computing
on a (large) number of cooperating processors, usually in
the form of multiple cores on a single chip, has become an
important tool to increase processing speed. When the receiver
is equipped with multiple (say, S) cores operating in parallel,
the following advantages result (at the expense of an increased
hardware cost): (i) for a given symbol rate, encoding and

mapping, the time to process a frame reduces by a factor of
(at most) S, so that latency is decreased as compared to a
single-core receiver; (ii) for a given encoding and mapping,
the symbol rate that can be handled by the receiver increases
by a factor of (at most) S as compared to a single-core receiver
(in that case the channel bandwidth and the received power
should also increase by the same factor in order to accomodate
the increased symbol rate and to maintain the same Eb/N0 for
satisfactory error performance). The general trend in processor
development has moved to chips with tens or even hundreds of
cores [25], [26]. Today, manufacturers provide digital signal
processing platforms for communication systems with up to
72 [27] and up to 273 [28] processing units.

The PN estimation and SISO demodulation of the proposed
DCT-based receiver are well-suited to exploit the presence of
multiple cores. Because operations are performed indepen-
dently on different blocks, they can be split over different
cores without need for these cores to act in synchrony or to
exchange information. When S cores are available, for given
frame size K the receiver selects the block size L as L = K/S
so that each core processes a single block per frame.

As far as the remaining receiver operations are concerned,
the upward/downward scheduling proposed in Section III is
generally well suited for a parallel implementation of the
receiver. It is clear that the FNs in Fig. 2 can update their
messages on a blockwise basis. In addition, demapping and
decoding for LDPC coded modulation intrinsically has a high
degree of parallelism. The operations involved in computing
the messages L(γ)

d,k (ωi) naturally partition into FN operations
and VN operations. All FN operations (all VN operations) are
independent and therefore different subsets of FN operations
(VN operations) can be executed simultaneously on different
cores without affecting the error performance. Considering that
the typical amount of both FN and VN operations is large,
it is fair to assume that the number of operations per core
required for computing L(γ)

d,k (ωi) scales inversely proportional
with the number of cores. As FN operations depend on VN
operations and vice versa, cores need to exchange information.
The efficient organization of this information exchange is one
of the practical challenges of a multicore implementation of
LDPC decoders, see e.g., [29]–[31]. Unlike LDPC decoding,
trellis-based decoding, as, for example, with convolutional
codes and turbo codes, involves recursive calculations that
prevent parallel computation.

A block-processing implementation of Tikh is also possible
and requires the block-wise computation of the messages
L

(γ)
u,k (ωi). This can be realized by partitioning the received
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data frame into blocks, and running independent recursions
to compute the parameters af,k and ab,k over each block [4].
Because the values of these parameters are unknown at the
block boundaries, all these recursions are initialized with zeros
which in each block gives rise to a transient during which the
accuracy of af,k and ab,k is poor. The effect of this transient
on the overall performance of the receiver is negligible for
blocks that are long as compared to the transient duration, but
increases significantly for shorter blocks. A practical work-
around, which reduces the performance degradation due to the
transient effect at the expense of an increase in complexity,
is described next. When S cores are available, the receiver
for frame size K runs the recursions for computing af,k and
ab,k over blocks of size W larger than L = K

S . Each block
overlaps with the previous one over (W − L) symbol periods.
The recursions for af,k and ab,k are run over the entire block
of size W , yet the 0.5 (W − L) first and last values of af,k
and ab,k are discarded, and the messages L(γ)

u,k (ωi) are only
computed for the L remaining values of k. As indicated in
Table I, the computational complexity (per symbol and per
iteration) of a block-processing Tikh receiver increases with
the ratio W/L but does not depend on L and W separately. In
the numerical results section we will show that the required
value of W/L strongly depends on the ratio K/Kp.7

Parallel processing also affects the memory requirements of
a receiver. Without going into details, it is clear that, depending
on the specific implementation, the lookup tables employed by
DCT and Tikh may need to be stored S times, i.e., once for
every core. This is the case for the exp {·}-table (DCT and
Tikh), for the

√
·-table (Tikh only) and for the storage of the

DCT basis vector elements (DCT only). The latter implies that,
for a fixed ratio N/L, decreasing the block size by a factor of
α, will decrease the total number of DCT basis vector elements
to be stored by a factor of only α rather than α2. Also note
that, for Tikh, the total number of complex-valued quantities
ξk that need to be stored simultaneously at some point in the
computation of L(γ)

u,k (ωi) is W/L times as large for block-
processing Tikh as for the conventional Tikh operating on the
entire frame.

As opposed to Tikh, DCT does not involve recursive calcu-
lations in each block. The latter receiver therefore offers more
opportunities to split the workload associated with a particular
block, in its turn, over multiple cores (simultaneously execut-
ing independent calculations). The investigation of the effect
of using multiple cores per block falls beyond the scope of
the present paper.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We now present numerical results regarding the error per-
formance and the computational load of the proposed receiver.
The Wiener model [32] was used to characterize the PN, i.e.,
θk = θk−1 + φk, with the initial carrier phase θ0 uniformly

7For completeness, we mention that, in contrast to Tikh, other FG-based
receivers from [3] can be implemented in parallel without modification of
the original algorithm; however, these receivers have been shown to be
significantly more complex than the Tikh receiver and are therefore not further
considered.

distributed in [−π, π[ and {φk} statistically independent Gaus-
sian random variables with zero mean and standard deviation
σPN , descriptive of the Wiener PN intensity. Conventional
turbo and LDPC decoding procedures were employed. Blocks
were processed sequentially, one after the other, without
exchange of information between blocks. The resulting error
performance is the same as for a receiver that would have
processed the different blocks in parallel, simultaneously.
We considered pseudo-random bit interleaved coded 8PSK
modulation and pilot symbols were inserted according to (2).
The error performance is expressed as the average fraction
of erroneously detected information bits (bit error rate or
BER) over as many codewords as required to encounter 100
erroneously detected codewords. The SNR is expressed as
Eb/N0, with Eb = KEs/Kb the energy per information bit.
For the purpose of comparison, results are also presented for
the Tikh receiver using σPN,Rx = σPN

8.
To illustrate the potential benefits of DCT in a parallel

implementation setting, we first consider a rate-2/3 irregular
repeat accumulate LDPC code with Kb = 43200, specified
in the DVB-S2 standard [33]. The check matrix H contains
1
10Kb columns with degree 13, 9

10Kb columns with degree 3
and 1

2Kb columns with degree 2. All 1
2Kb rows in H have

degree 10. We take Kp = 540, yielding K = 22140 and
K/Kp = 41, in agreement with [33]. A maximum of Γ=40
receiver iterations is performed. The standard deviation σPN
of the phase noise increments is set to 3◦. The perf. sync.
receiver using perfect PN estimates (for a transmission with
the same code and the same ratio K/Kp) achieves a BER of
10−6 at an Eb/N0 value of about (Eb/N0)perf. sync.

10−6,dB = 3.76 dB.
Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the design parameters of DCT,

i.e., {Lp, Np} and {L, N} to be used during initialization
(top figure) and iterations (bottom figure), respectively. The
operating point is Eb/N0 = 4.55 dB (i.e., 0.79 dB higher
than (Eb/N0)perf. sync.

10−6,dB to anticipate the power efficieny loss
due to imperfect synchronization).9 For a given number (Np
or N ) of DCT coefficients to be estimated, an optimum block
size (Lp or L) exists: a too small block size results in a high
sensitivity to additive noise, while for a too large block size the
PN cannot be accurately represented as a linear combination of
the considered number of DCT basis functions. The minimum
BER in Fig. 3 is achieved for a fixed ratio Np/Lp ≈ 1/125
(γ = 0) or N/L ≈ 1/30 (γ = 40) and does not change
much with Np for Np ≥ 4 (top figure) or with N for N ≥ 4
(bottom figure). For large L, several N give rise to BER values

8It should be noted that this is usually not the optimal choice when
suboptimal implementations are under consideration. Hence, especially for
short blocks, a fine tuning of σPN,Rx could result in a significant performance
advantage.

9The bottom figure shows the BER after 40 iterations, assuming that, for
given N , during initialization we have taken Np = N and Lp equal to the
integer divider of K closest to the block length that minimizes the BER after
the first iteration (γ = 1) for the considered value of Np. This results in the
following set of values for (Lp, Np): (123, 1), (246, 2), (369, 3), (492, 4),
(738, 6) and (1230, 10). This particular way of selecting (Lp, Np) for given
N essentially minimizes the BER after the first iteration (γ = 1), subject
to the constraint that the initialisation complexity per block should be of the
same order as the complexity for one iteration; it can be verified that for
Np = N the DCT-related operations yield the same complexity per symbol
when the block size is small.
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Figure 3. BER of DCT receiver after 1 iteration (top) and after 40 iterations
(bottom), as a function of the block length L, at Eb/N0 = 4.55 dB, for σPN
= 3° and LDPC coded 8PSK signaling with K/Kp= 41, for several values
of the number of estimated DCT coefficients (Np or N ).

that are close to the minimum BER for the considered L;
e.g., for L = 200, close-to-optimum BER values are achieved
for N ∈ [6, 10] (or, equivalently, for N/L ∈ [0.03, 0.05]).
This indicates that, for given σPN , the performance is rather
insensitive to moderate variations of the estimator’s cut-off
frequency around its optimum value.

When the receiver is equipped with multiple cores and each
core processes a single block per frame, the parallel execution
time for processing a frame is proportional to the average
computational load per block (avg-comp/bl): this load is the
product of the complexity per block and per iteration (L times
the sum of the relevant entries in Table I for the computation of
L

(γ)
d,k (ωi) and L(γ)

u,k (ωi)) with the average number of iterations
(avg-it) performed by the respective receivers. Fig. 4 shows
avg-it as a function of L for DCT and Tikh with Γ = 40,
operating at BER = 10−6. The avg-it for DCT lies between
29 and 30. Tikh with W = L also performs 29 to 30 iterations
on average when operating on blocks larger than L = 100, but
its avg-it is significantly less for smaller L. For small values
of L, the avg-it for Tikh increases significantly with increasing
W .

We now consider the error performance degradation of DCT
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Figure 4. Average number of iterations (top) and avg-comp/bl (bottom) of
DCT and Tikh with Γ = 40, at a target BER of 10−6 after a maximum of
40 iterations, as a function of the block size L, for σPN = 3° and LDPC
coded 8PSK signaling with K/Kp = 41.

and Tikh with respect to perf. sync., expressed as the power
efficiency loss. This loss is defined as

(∆Eb/N0)10−6,dB = (Eb/N0)10−6,dB − (Eb/N0)perf. sync.
10−6,dB ,

(37)
with (Eb/N0)10−6,dB denoting the value of Eb/N0 in dB
required for DCT or Tikh to obtain a BER of 10−6. Fig. 5
shows the avg-comp/bl as a function of the power efficiency
loss for various L that are dividers of K = 22140; in
addition, for Tikh, we also take (W − L) ∈ {0, 10, 20}. By
varying the value of L (and also W in case of Tikh), one can
trade-off execution time (indicated by avg-comp/bl) against
error performance (indicated by (Eb/N0)10−6,dB ) and parallel
system implementation cost (indicated by the number of cores,
S = 22140/L).
• The vertical line at (∆Es/N0)10−6,dB= 0.58 dB indi-

cates the power efficiency loss of the conventional Tikh
operating on the entire frame without block-processing,
and serves as a practical lower bound on the loss of the
considered receivers. Relative to that, with 0.73 dB ≤
(∆Es/N0)10−6,dB ≤ 0.82 dB, DCT yields only a very
modest additional degradation.

• Reducing the execution time by processing blocks inde-
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Figure 5. Avg-comp/bl as a function of power efficiency loss of DCT and
Tikh receivers after maximum 40 iterations with respect to perf. sync. receiver,
in terms of Eb/N0 (in dB), at a target BER of 10−6, for several block lengths
L, for σPN = 3° and LDPC coded 8PSK signaling with K/Kp = 41.

pendently in parallel gives rise to some BER performance
degradation; this is because the correlation between the
PN values in different blocks cannot be exploited. The
effect is rather small for DCT, quite severe for Tikh
with W = L (due to the zero initialization of the
forward/backward recursions over each block), and sig-
nificantly reduces for Tikh with given L when (W − L)
increases. However, the improved error performance of
Tikh for W > L comes at the expense of a larger avg-
comp/bl. For example, for L = 54, increasing W from
W = L = 54 to W = L + 20 = 74 yields a power
efficiency gain of 0.45 dB but also an increase in avg-
comp/bl of almost 50%.

• For given L, Tikh yields a larger avg-comp/bl than DCT
when both receivers use a high degree of parallelization
(45 ≤ L ≤ 246). Hence, using DCT instead of Tikh
allows to realize a target avg-comp/bl using a significantly
smaller amount of parallel cores S = K/L, at the limited
cost of a small additional power efficiency loss.

• For given L (or, equivalently, given S), Tikh requires an
at least 20% larger avg-comp/bl for achieving a power
loss smaller than or equal to that of DCT.
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Figure 6. BER performance of Tikh with W ≥ L and of DCT with N = 2,
as a function of Eb/N0, for several values of K/Kp, and for L = 54,
Γ = 40, σPN = 3° and LDPC coded 8PSK signaling.
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Figure 7. BER performance of Tikh with W ≥ L and of DCT with N = 2,
as a function of Eb/N0, for several values of K/Kp, and for L = 108,
Γ = 40, σPN = 3° and LDPC coded 8PSK signaling.

Fig. 6 (for L = 54) and Fig. 7 (for L = 108) show the BER
of DCT and Tikh with W ∈ {L,L+ 20} as a function of
Eb/N0. Results are presented for K/Kp = 41, 61, 101. The
considered LDPC code is known to have an error floor below
10−7 [34]. However, increasing the ratio K/Kp degrades the
BER performance above 10−7 of both Tikh and DCT. For both
L = 54 and L = 108, this degradation is more significant for
Tikh with W = L than for DCT. The largest degradations
occur for Tikh with W smaller than K/Kp, in which case not
all blocks of size W contain pilot symbols. The DCT receiver
can cope with large K/Kp by taking during initialization a
large enough blocksize Lp so that the corresponding blocks
contain a sufficient number Bp of pilot symbols. Furthermore,
for given L, the minimum value of W that is required for Tikh
to yield a performance comparable to that of DCT increases
with K/Kp. This implies that the advantage of DCT over Tikh
in terms of the computational load per block in the case of
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Figure 8. BER performance of Tikh operating on complete frame (L = K)
and of DCT estimating N = 2 DCT coefficients per block of size L = 100,
after 10 iterations, as a function of Eb/N0, for Wiener PN with standard
deviation σPN and turbo coded 8PSK signaling.

high parallelisation increases with increasing K/Kp.
Above we have compared DCT and Tikh in a parallel imple-

mentation setting, where the receiver is equipped with multiple
cores and each core processes a single block per frame.
However, in conventional single-core receivers, all blocks are
processed sequentially rather than in parallel. In such a case,
there is no reason for using Tikh with L < K, which causes
only performance degradation and no complexity reduction as
compared to Tikh with L = K. On the other hand, DCT with
small L may provide an interesting low-complexity alternative
to Tikh with L = K. To illustrate this, let us consider a rate
1/3 turbo code with Kb = 946 information bits (followed by 4
termination bits) that consists of the parallel concatenation of
two identical rate 1/2 recursive systematic convolutional codes
with generator sequences (11111) and (10001). Kp = 50 pilot
symbols are inserted, such that K = 1000 and K/Kp = 20.
Always a total of Γ=10 receiver iterations is carried out. In this
case, a multi-core receiver implementation is cost-inefficient
because the trellis-based turbo decoding algorithm involves
recursive calculations that prevent parallel computation. Fig. 8
compares, for σPN = 2◦, 3◦, the BER of Tikh with L = K
to that of DCT with Np = N = 2 and (Lp,L) = (Lp,opt,Lopt)

selected to minimize the BER at Eb/N0=3 dB. For both values
of σPN , (Lp,opt,Lopt) ≈ (360, 100)10. This indicates that
the optimum design parameters Np, Lp, N and L are robust
against moderate changes in the PN intensity. According to
Table I the computational complexity of the SISO demodu-
lation process (per symbol and per iteration) is significantly
higher for Tikh with L = K than for DCT with L = 100 and
N = 2 (131 versus 86 operations per symbol and per iteration,
i.e., about 50% difference). Fig. 8 shows that, for σPN = 3◦,
Tikh and DCT have a power efficiency loss at a BER of 10−5,
as compared to the perf. sync. receiver, that amounts to about
0.5 dB and 1.0 dB, respectively, indicating that DCT is only
0.5 dB worse than Tikh; for σPN = 2◦, DCT is only about 0.3
dB worse than Tikh. This indicates that the error performance
degradation caused by the complexity reduction of the DCT
receiver is rather small.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

The paper proposes a novel iterative SISO demodulator
for coded PSK signals in AWGN with PN, which makes
use of the DCT for compactly representing the time-varying
phasor. Splitting the received frame into multiple blocks and
processing these blocks independently allows to control the
receiver’s complexity and memory requirements by selecting
suitable values for the design parameters. As opposed to the
receivers from [1], [2], [4], [6], [8], the DCT-based demodu-
lator does not involve recursive calculations, which makes it
better suited for a parallel implementation on multiple cores.
The block-processing gives rise to a performance degradation
that depends of the type of coded modulation and the number
of pilot symbols used. Results obtained for LDPC coded 8PSK
with only 2.5% pilot symbols show that, for a large degree of
parallelisation (many short blocks per frame and each core
processes a single block), the state-of-the-art Tikh receiver
from [1] requires an at least 20% larger average computational
load per block for achieving a power loss smaller than or
equal to that of DCT. This advantage of DCT over Tikh even
slightly increases when the relative amount of pilot symbols
decreases. Results obtained for turbo coded 8PSK with 5%
pilot symbols further indicate that DCT can also provide a
computationally efficient alternative to Tikh in a conventional
sequential implementation, at the expense of only a small
power efficiency loss.
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